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White Toner Printers

Forever® Digital Transfer
Applications Technology
Forever has been developing heat transfer
paper since 1989. They were one of the
first producers to offer heat transfer paper
for colour copiers and laser printers of the
new generation.
Today they are one of the most innovative companies in this industry
and offer complete solutions for printing on all kinds of surfaces and
applications. Their product range covers transfer paper for light and dark
coloured textiles as well as for hard surfaces including wood, ceramic,
leather and more.
Their strength is in Research & Development and in observing market
trends to develop the right products at the right time. They pride
themselves in their “Product Consistency”, which has allowed them to grow
their market share, with their product now being sold in over 100 countries
worldwide.
The name FOREVER was chosen with one thing in mind, to reflect the
expectations of themselves to develop superior quality products with
long-term durability for the digital transfer printing industry and user.
That’s their aim, but why did Amaya chose to partner with Forever?
As a well established brand in the embroidery & DTG market, Amaya want
to be able to offer our existing customers a full product range to help
them grow their garment decoration business. In 2014 we added vinyl and
plotters for customers to be able to handle low run 1 and 2 colour print jobs,
so the next stage for us was a low investment, cost effective introduction
into full colour printing without the limitation of print size.
Our collaboration with OKI, and their unique white toner printer range,
combined with the wide range of transfer papers available from Forever is
the perfect partnership.

Why should you consider this for your business?
Low investment
Quick and easy production
Production consistency
Wide range of finished products
Cost effective
From a one off to long production runs

www.amayauk.com | 02392 590 281 | sales@amayauk.com
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The OKI® Pro9541WT 5 Colour Professional
Digital Printer for the production of Heat
Transfers and more.
Broaden your Revenue Opportunities

Increase your Production Output

Extend your in-house printing capabilities with CMYK+White
toner printing. Produce vibrant, full-colour heat transfers for
both light and dark textiles, hard surface goods, promotional
merchandise and more! Personalise almost anything from t-shirts
and garments to ceramics, plastics and metal - helping to grow
your business by adding lucrative new revenue streams.

Maximise your production using the A3+ (317.5x482.5mm)
sized transfer sheets - saving both time and money per job.
Whether printing extra-large graphics or a full sheet of logos,
the Pro9541WT will help you produce high quality, cost-effective
transfers - no matter how big the job.

Brilliant White & True Black
This affordable 5 colour digital transfer printer has a low cost
of ownership and enables you to print brilliant colour, opaque
white, and true black, all at the same time, all in a single pass.
The Pro9541WT provides users additional cost-savings with the
ability to use true black (K) in place of composite black (CMY).
A quick and easy alternative to screen and direct to garment
printing, the Pro9541WT is perfect for the small-scale production
of custom textile and goods.

High Reliability & Performance
The Pro9541WT is easy to operate and does not require any
daily maintenance. OKI is so confident about the reliability of the
Pro9541WT that it comes with an industry leading warranty and
support package.

PRO9541WT
A3+ Laser Printer
Weight: 111kg
Dimensions: 699mm (D) x 625mm (W) x 640mm (H)

Product Highlights
CMYK + White 5 colour with excellent
colour quality
A4, A3 and Oversize A3 print capability
Cost efficiency with high capacity
toner cartridges
Diverse digital transfer applications
for textile and hard surfaces
Forever Transfer Rip Software
for perfect transfer production
3 year parts warranty
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PRO8432WT

A3 Laser Printer
Weight: 37kg

Dimensions: 449mm (D) x 552mm (W) x 360mm (H)

Product Highlights
CMY+White colour configuration
Black Toner and Drum available **
A4, A4XL, A3 printing capability
3 Year Onsite Warranty (UK)
Quick and Easy Production
Forever TransferRIP included in the box

** Black toner & drum not included, separate purchase required.

The OKI Pro8432WT is now an established
part of garment decoration.
The 8432WT is now widely used within many Garment Decoration Businesses. Holding the CMY+W toners as standard allows you to
produce everything that its bigger brother can in the 9541WT, albeit at a smaller scale. Again, the ability to be able to produce and
print onto more delicate and technical fabrics gives it the flexibility and edge over other print systems for your business.
If this wasn’t enough, in 2019 OKI introduced the interchangeable Black Toner and Black Drum for the Pro8432WT printer for those
companies that want the best of both worlds in transfer production along with being able to use
the Pro8432WT for regular printing as well.
OKI now has every base covered from new start businesses to medium sized and large run applications.

Which which OKI are you?
This all depends on your business type and business plan going
forward. Knowing this will allow you to select the correct Oki for
your business.
The 8432WT is a 4 colour setup (CMY+W) and is best for
businesses that are looking at producing mainly full colour
transfers for both light and dark substrates. Perfect for all mixed
fabrics, technical fabrics and hard surfaces with a maximum print
area of A3 (297mm x 420mm) If you have a need for printing
onto white or pale fabrics where you do not need white toner,
then you can use Oki’s interchangeable black toner and drum.
Extremely easy and clean to use and will both save you money
and allow you to produce a true black.

So, If colour matching is key to you business then the 9541WT
is the machine for you. It prints to an A3XL size which is a
massive 317.5mm x 482.5mm meaning that it is great for sports
shirts, fashion prints, band merchandise or for just getting more
throughput from the printer itself.
The 9541WT also has the ability to print onto other media
including paper, card, etc upto a weight of 320gsm giving you
more applications to offer your customers in the way of business
cards, leaflets, posters, wedding stationary and so on. Both
printers give amazing results and used in conjunction with the
Forever Transfer RIP and Transfer papers then either way you
have the perfect combination.

The 9541WT is suited to all garment decoration businesses,
giving you more than the 8432WT from the outset. It has the
ability to produce everything that the 8432WT can, however
with a number of added advantages. With a 5 colour setup as
standard (CMYK+W) then it means that you can reach a higher
colour gamma or more colours for your customer. Having the
black set up in the printer permanently also means that you do
not have to use the interchangeable toner/drum and that you are
ready for any print job.

www.amayauk.com | 02392 590 281 | sales@amayauk.com
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Revolutionary
Technology
The revolutionary White Toner Printers from OKI have removed
the last barrier in creativity and design. Together with the
FOREVER range of transfer papers and TransferRIP software,
it becomes a stunning “all-in-one” printing machine.
From light and dark garments, polyester, leather or nylon
to hard surfaces like mugs or mirrors and even temporary
tattoos – with the right paper, you can decorate almost
everything.
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The Forever® Transfer RIP Software
What is RIP software?
A RIP software is very similar to the print driver included with a printer, but with much more capability, control and features which
will assist you in getting the best and most from your printer, in this case the OKI White Toner Range. The RIP is designed to handle
many file formats and file sizes without limiting your print capabilities, giving you control and confidence in your output.

Quality simply implemented for black, white & colours
Forever Transfer RIP in combination with the Forever transfer media and the OKI White Toner
printers, opens up incredible opportunities for all users.
This software enables you to produce small runs with high resolution, efficiently and with results
that are softer than screen printing. Even printing a single transfer is worth it!
The transfer RIP software plays a key role in improving colour quality, printing speed, cost saving,
rasterizing techniques and many more features. Discover the countless advantages of the Transfer
RIP software by downloading the free 14 day trial today.

What is the difference between 4C & 5C?
There are two versions of the Forever TransferRIP that are available. The Oki Pro8432WT has
CMY+W toners and is a 4 colour printer (4C) with the 9541WT containing CMYK+W, 5 colours so
utilising the 5C version.

Why Transfer RIP is right for your business
Best possible colour reproduction
The professional colour management and optimized
ICC profiles for various surfaces ensure bright colours.

%
60

The perfect design in only 5 steps

5x

With just a few clicks you will arrive at the perfect
result. With the Job Management and Layout
options, you can manage Jobs, Position, Scale
or Rotate images as needed.

Extreme cost savings

Regular updates

With the reduction of the White Toner amount
and the Rasterization of images, you can save
up to 60% toner. Our built-in cost calculation tool
ensures accurate quoting.

We update and improve the TransferRIP software on
a regular basis, so you can benefit the most from it.

Designs with unique looks

Immediate print output

Intelligent raster technology leads to an extremely
soft touch and also increases the washability
enormously. Three different raster types provide the
unique look on every textile background.

The TransferRIP profiles save you time and money.
As soon as the job arrives at the printer, it will be
printed immediately. Up to 6x faster than with the
default printer driver.

How to use the RIP software in 5 easy steps
Discover the simple and intuitive design of the software. In just 5 easy steps you will get the perfect printout.

Step 1: Choose a profile

Step 4: White toner controls

Choose the suitable profile for the transfer media.

Turn the White Toner ON/OFF, increase or decrease the white
toner amount.

Step 2: Load a file
Choose between A4, A4XL, A3, A3XL, Letter or Tabloid, then import
your desired design (PDF, PSD, JPG, PNG, EPS, TIFF).

Step 3: Colour controls
Balance, change, remove or replace colours.

Step 5: Rasterization & Printing
If required, choose a raster mask, preview and print your design.
There are more tools and features within the TransferRIP
software, such as;
• Removing 2x colours from your image
• Substrate Colour Preview
• Gradient printing with Partial Transparency
• Remove White Edges
• And much more....

www.amayauk.com | 02392 590 281 | sales@amayauk.com
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Rasterizing - Three types of rasters
for every taste.
Rasterize your design and impress your customers. Create
something unique! Do what no one else can do!
The simplified 1-Click Rasterization brings huge advantages in
terms of a softer feel and the enormous increase of the wash
resistance. Depending on the textile background colour and
design, you can choose between different rasterization masks
and shapes. Using raster masks, which are almost invisible on the
textile, helps you create unique designs without using expensive
photo editing software.
The Dark Media Raster removes all the black and dark areas
from the image. This not only gives you a high level of resistance
to washing and a soft feel, but also replaces the black with the
T-Shirt colour, thus providing a true black.
The Light Media Raster removes the light areas from an image.
These areas are then replaced by the T-Shirt colour. Best used
when printing onto white fabrics only.
The Micro-Mask places an even amount of holes across the
whole image and behaves the same way on all colours. It is
perfect for any background colour and especially suitable for
vector images without gradients.

In the TransferRIP there are 7 different raster shapes and
7 different raster sizes to choose from. This provides
valuable space for your creativity and ideas to breathe.

Colour Management - True, Vibrant, Brilliant, Better
The TransferRIP software supports the most popular file formats, such as EPS, PSD, PDF, TIFF, PNG, JPG. When importing files,
Alpha Channels and Clipping Paths are detected and imported along with the graphics or image files.
Unlike popular graphics programmes, which just use the standard printer driver, the Forever TransferRIP also controls the white toner
amount as well as pre-defined Forever Transfer Media ICC colour profiles, taking your print quality and colour fastness to a whole
new level.
The ICC colour profiles are used for both different background colours and different surfaces, such as textiles or hard surfaces
and provides the best possible colour reproduction.
The user also has the option of adjusting the print image to his personal tastes with several individual image settings, such as
brightness, contrast, saturation and selective colour correction. In addition, you can preview how the image will look on various
coloured backgrounds.

Printed
with the
Standard Driver
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Printed
with the
TransferRIP

Features Overview
General TransferRIP advantages include;

Supports Windows 10, 8, 7 and Vista
(32 and 64 Bit)
MAC (with Parallels or Bootcamp)

Save time by printing faster
(up to 6x faster)
Support with Bug Report
Online tutorial & training videos
6 months of FREE updates
FREE colour profile updates
Regular software updates
with “Rapid Release Model”
FREE 14 day full version demo
Dongle USB for multiple
computer installations

Alternative RIP Software Available
for your OKI White Toner Printer
Digital Factory OKI® Edition
Support for virtually all OKI White Toner printers available today.
From entry-level printer to the Pro-Series printers, Digital
Factory v10 OKI Edition RIP software provides an unmatched
pre-production and print workflow feature set alongside
complete colour management tools that include industry-leading,
automated white toner handling.
Digital Factory Apparel OKI Edition features a centralised hub that
supports multiple production queues simultaneously. Each queue
includes preset colour management and underbase settings,
when required, enabling printing just by dragging and dropping
files within the queue. Whether there is one-off custom, or higher
volume production, Digital Factory Apparel is an easy to manage
interface that can be adapted to your unique needs.

www.amayauk.com | 02392 590 281 | sales@amayauk.com
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Laser Tattoo Paper
Product

Size

Code

Laser Tattoo Paper

A4

FV059

With the innovative Tattoo Paper from FOREVER we offer a
versatile, removable and creative alternative to permanent skin
decoration. Expand your portfolio and present your customers
with a product that offers unlimited possibilities.

Printable Materials
Skin

Guitars

Suitcases

Toys

Plastic cups

Laptops

Phone Covers

Mirrors

Suitable for
&/OR

Advantages
Skin-Friendly
Water Resistant (lasts several days)
High Resolution Quality
Easy & Fast Application
Finest Details
Easy to Cut with Scissors or Plotters/Cutters
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Are you still
weeding?
With Flex-Soft (No-Cut) you can create trending vintage looks,
print ultra-fine text and single colour designs with details, that
only you will know is not screen printed.
This self-weeding vinyl alternative can also be used on your
white toner system, CMYK or even a Mono laser printer!
Enhance your output with neon colours, shiny metallic
and super-vibrant standard colours. You can also combine
Flex-Soft (No-Cut) with Laser-Dark (No-Cut) LowTemp
and most standard Heat Transfer Vinyl.

www.amayauk.com | 02392 590 281 | sales@amayauk.com
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Laser Dark (No-Cut)
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Low Temp A-Foil & B-paper
Product

Size

Code

Laser Dark

A4

FV014

Laser Dark

A4XL

FV033

Laser Dark

A3

FV006

Laser Dark

A3XL

FV030

This 2 paper transfer system can be used with most CMYK and
OKI white toner printers to achieve high quality detailed full
colour artwork with no background and with great washability,
giving you an acceptable transfer process comparable to screen
print or DTG without the expensive upfront equipment costs.

Advantages
Transparent A-Foil makes exact positioning possible
Suitable for CMYW & CMYK Laser Printers and Colour Copiers
Low substrate application temperature range from 100-160°C
High processing tolerance, especially when separating A & B,
give consistent results every time
Better white opacity and stronger full-t one colours
Printing on almost all fabric types
Extremely high wash fastness due to a special top-coating
- washable up to 40°C
Only the toner in your designs will transfer onto the garment,
so no background areas are visible
Fine details and difficult graphics transferable without 		
problems
Available in A4, A4XL, A3 & A3XL

How it works
First print your image in mirror in full colour on the transparent
A-Foil. Press it together with the opaque B-Paper and separate
both sheets from each other while hot, giving you a transfer
ready to be applied to your garment. The white coverage on
the image from the B-Paper, not only increases the opacity
of the transfer on dark garments but also contributes to the
washability of the transfer.

Printable Materials
Cotton

Silk

Book Covers

Polyester

Leather

Felt

Mixed Fabric

Denim

And many more

Nylon

Paper

Suitable for
&/OR

2

155°C

30
sec

40°

INSIDE OUT
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Why do you need it?

B Lite Paper
Product

Size

Code

B Lite Paper

A4

FV100

B Lite Paper

A3

FV101

The Legendary Forever Laser Dark No Cut and
Flexsoft No Cut heat transfer products have
just become a whole lot more versatile with the
introduction of the B Lite - B Paper.
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Some products like tote bags, canvas shopping bags and
personalised diaries in the promotional industry have become
a commodity and their perceived value means that the cost
and time to produce them has become more sensitive.
With the B Lite Paper, the transfer process of A and B paper is
now 33% faster, with the pressing time on the substrate being
cut to just 1 to 5 seconds. The results produce intense colours
and bright whites. Compared to the standard B-Paper LowTemp,
B-Lite has an even thinner coating, which has a positive effect
on the price and simplifies the transfer process.

Flexsoft (No-Cut)
Low Temp A-Foil & B-paper
Product

Size

Code

Flexsoft Matt

A4

FV012

Flexsoft Matt

A3

FV004

Flexsoft Neon & Metallic

A4

FV013

Flexsoft Neon & Metallic

A3

FV005

No
w
no eedin
mat cutting g,
met t, neo ,
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n
colo &
urs

This 2 paper transfer system can be used with the most basic
mono, CMYK and CMYW printers to achieve bright eye catching
vector artwork. No weeding, no cutting, no special toner. The
most annoying step, the weeding of heat transfer vinyl is no
more with this new and innovative material. The A-Foil material
is coloured, neon, metallic, white etc with over 20 colours in the
ever growing range!

Advantages
No cutting and weeding needed
Low substrate application temperature range from 100-160°C
Printing on almost all fabrics
Suitable for mono or CMYK Laser/LED Printers and Copiers
Washable up to 40°C
Fine details and difficult graphics transferable without 		
problems
High processing tolerance, especially when separating A & B,
giving consistent results every time
Unbelievable design possibilities – vintage, used, fashion etc.
Available in A4 and A3

How it works
First print your image in mirror in black on the transparent
A-Foil. Press it together with the opaque B-Paper and
separate both sheets from each other while hot, giving you
a transfer ready to be applied to your garment. The white
coverage on the image from the B-Paper, not only increases
the opacity of the transfer on dark garments but also
contributes to the washability of the transfer.

Printable Materials
Cotton

Silk

Book Covers

Polyester

Leather

Felt

Mixed Fabric

Denim

And many more

Nylon

Paper

Suitable for
&/OR

Available Colours
2

135°C
Colours

145°C
White

30
sec

40°

INSIDE OUT
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How it works
Print your design on your Laser Dark No Cut or Flex Soft No Cut
A Foil, then instead of heat pressing the B paper – just use B Lite
Paper. It’s that simple. Heat pressing to products has never been
easier and at a 5 second press to cotton, polyester, leather, card,
wood, etc your production levels will increase hugely.

WHITE

BLACK

CYAN

ROYAL
BLUE

RED

YELLOW

IVORY

JADE
GREEN

SILVER
METALLIC

WHITE
GOLD
METALLIC

BLUE
METALLIC

RED
METALLIC

LILAC
METALLIC

GREEN
METALLIC

BRONZE
METALLIC

ROSE
GOLD
METALLIC

NEON
GREEN

NEON
ORANGE

NEON
PINK

NEON
YELLOW

YELLOW
GOLD
METALLIC

Printable Materials
Tote Bags

Wood

Pillows

Cool Bags

Umbrellas

Napkins

Sports Bags

Key Fobs

Gift Products

Packaging

Caps

And many more

Suitable for

Can be used in conjunction with LDNC, FSNC and HSF
Please note this product has been created for merchandising
products where the product does not need to be washed
frequently or has high stretch-ability.

&/OR

2
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Classic & Universal
Product

Size

Code

Classic & Universal

A4

FV009

Classic & Universal

A3

FV001

Cos
t ef
fo fect
prin r bulk ive
t
whi ing ont
& p te, ligh o
ale
shir t
ts

One paper system for CMYK printers including the new
generation of copiers & printers. A budget paper with a soft
touch and high quality finish. Great for printing onto white, light
& pale coloured textiles like mousepads, baseball caps, bags etc

Printable Materials
Cotton

Poly / cotton

Polyester
Suitable for

1

200°C

10-15
sec

60°

INSIDE OUT
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Five Star Universal
Product

Size

Code

Five Star Universal

A4

FV010

Five Star Universal

A3

FV002

One paper system that works in CMYK printers & copiers for
light coloured garments. Great for open weave fabrics like
sweatshirts, polo-shirts, jute bags and more.

Printable Materials
Cotton

Jute

Polyester

Heavy Weave

Suitable for

1
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200°C

20-30
sec

60°
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Laser Light (No-Cut)
Product

Size

Code

Laser Light

A4

FV011

Laser Light

A3

FV003

elf
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One paper system that works through an OKI white toner
printer for printing onto light coloured textiles. The white toner
coverage under the colours enables an extraordinary bright
result on light coloured textiles. Suitable for t-shirts, sweatshirts,
aprons, babywear & more.

Printable Materials
Cotton

Paper / card

Poly / cotton
Suitable for

1

180°C
to

200°C

elf
r
WS
CMYng papeo
i
n
d
e
n
we lting i d
resu kgroun r
bac nd you
arou age
im

15-30
sec

30°

INSIDE OUT

Laser Transparent
Product

Size

Code

Laser Transparent

A4

FV023

Laser Transparent

A3

FV022

One paper transfer system that works through most CMYK
laser printers. It’s self weeding characteristics means it leaves
no background on the unprinted areas. This makes it a premium
paper more suited to corporate logo’s and high end products.

Printable Materials
Cotton

Poly / cotton

Polyester
Suitable for

1
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Laser Dark transfer paper
and the Forever Rip – what a
revolution. Now I can do work
for my customers that before
I’d dread !!
Rob
Custom Shirts and More

When using another transfer
paper we had constant quality
issues, but with the Forever
range our confidence is high
as it has remarkable weeding
properties and we have no
rejects. The added bonus is
that we now have a superior
range of papers with much
more competitive pricing
allowing us a greater margin or
indeed to pass the savings on
to our customers when prices
get tight.
Colin & Andrew
Ultimate Promotions

I’ve used a few different vinyls
and printing products in my
business, but really like the
Forever Laser Dark (No Cut)
- the prints come out sharp
& clean and it’s easy to apply.
I wish I found Amaya sooner.
Matthew
Swish Graphics
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Hot Stamping Foils
Product

Size

Code

Hot Stamping Foil

30cm X 12m

FV015/16

Foil material available on a roll to metalise a variety
of printed textiles. Used in conjunction with the
Laser Dark No Cut, where the design is printed in
black using a CMYK, CMYW or Mono Printer.

How it works
First print your image mirrored in Black ink onto the Forever
Dark No Cut A Foil. Press it together with the B Paper and
separate whilst hot, to give you the base transfer to apply to
your garment. Press the base transfer to you garment and then
select your required Stamping Foil colour. Using a Matt Finishing
Paper, simply heat press the foil onto the black transfer you
have just pressed to create the finished effect.
Suitable for
&/OR

155°C

45
sec

40°

INSIDE OUT

Foils and finishes available

30cm
x12m

Co
for ntact u
our
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Laser Dark Cuttable
Product

Size

Code

Laser Dark Cuttable

A4

FV042

Laser Dark Cuttable

A3

FV045

1 step transfer process for full colour images onto dark garments
for use in a CMYK laser printer. This product is ideal for solid
A4/A3 images.

How it works
Print your image the correct way round onto the transfer paper.
Trim away the excess edges that you do not need with scissors
or a guillotine. Peel transfer away from the backing and place
onto your garment. Cover the transfer with silicon paper and
heat press.
Suitable for

1
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Multi-trans
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(Hard surface)

Product

Size

Code

Multi-trans

A4

FV027

Multi-trans

A3

FV032

Self-Weeding 1 step transfer paper for hard
products. With a CMYK Printer, print onto
light coloured products. With a white toner
printer, the same papers will let you decorate
dark coloured products as well.

Printable Materials
Mugs

Ceramic

Wood

And many more

Metal
Suitable for
&/OR

F

1

NB: if you are using a CMYK printer, then you can only print/press
onto light coloured objects

Multi-trans Metallic
Product

Size

Code

Multi-trans Metallic

A4

FV028

Multi-trans Metallic

A3

FV031

(Hard surface)

Print black and get metallic silver or gold. Self-Weeding 1 step
transfer paper for hard surfaces including:

Printable Materials
Mugs

Ceramic

Wood

And many more

Metal
Suitable for
&/OR

1

Multi-trans Select

(Hard surface)

Product

Size

Code

Multi-trans Select

A4

FV035

Multi-trans Select

A3

FV034

Print black and get metallic silver, metallic gold or white.

Printable Materials
Paper
Card
Wood
Suitable for
&/OR

1
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Waterslide HT
Product

Size

Code

Waterslide HT

A4

FV029

1 step transfer paper for a cold peel
transfer especially for heat sensitive
and uneven substrates.
With a CMYK printer you can only print
to white & pale coloured products. With
a CMYW you can decorate with any
colour.

Printable Materials
Ceramic
Glass
Plastic
Candles
And much more
Suitable for
&/OR

Starter Packs
Try out our range of papers
for yourself with one of our
starter packs!
We have many starter packs for the
range of papers available in both A4
and A3 packs. Choose from packs for
CMYK, CMY+W or Mono Laser Printers.
Packs are also available of the Forever
Subli No Cut transfer papers as well.
Please get in contact to find out more
and order today.

www.amayauk.com | 02392 590 281 | sales@amayauk.com
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Sublimation on Cotton
The Game Changer
Until now sublimation has been limited to 100% polyester. The revolutionary Forever
Sublimation transfer media removes the sublimation limitations - printing sublimation inks onto
cotton is now possible. Each of our sublimation transfer papers have been developed to serve a
different purpose - for white, light or dark coloured cotton, with and without the glitter option.
The strong colours and the unique soft touch will inspire you to extend your existing range that
you offer your customers.

170°C

1

to

190°C

30
sec

40°
to
30°

INSIDE OUT

Product

Size

Code

Subli-Light

A4

FV046

Subli-Light

A3

FV048

Subli-Light Glitter

A4

FV047

Subli-Light Glitter

A3

FV049

Subli-Dark Glitter

A4

FV052

Subli-Dark Glitter

A3

FV053

Subli-Flex

A4

FV054

Subli-Flex

A3

FV055

How it works
Use a regular sublimation printer to print
a full-tone CMYK design on to either
our standard or glitter transfer media
solutions.
Transferring your designs to the cotton
garment is a 1-Paper process. Simply
print, press to the garment & repress to
fix, as well as increase the washability.

30°

40°

Subli-light (no cut)

Subli-flex (no cut)

Transfer paper for printing onto white
and light coloured textiles with no
background. This 1-paper solution is very
soft and extremely elastic. Suitable for
fine and coarse-meshed textiles.

For printing onto light and dark coloured
textiles without a background. By
printing single colour designs, hundreds
of different colour options can be
achieved from a basic tone (e.g. Yellow).

Adding glitter to your product offerings
is as simple as changing the paper to our
sublimation glitter transfer media.
Image Style: Only for full-tone vector graphics.
Not suitable for photographs and/or light
colours.

Advantages
1 paper solution
Easy & fast application
Brilliant colours and true black
No cutting or weeding
30°

High washability
Extremely soft touch
High stretchability
No background
Suitable for inkjets with
Dye Sublimation Ink only
Available in A4 and A3
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30°

Subli-light (no cut)
Glitter

Subli-dark (no cut)
Glitter

Transfer paper for printing onto white
and light coloured textiles with an
incredible multi-colour glitter effect
without a background.

For printing onto light and dark coloured
textiles without a background. The fine
glitter particles give the printed colours
a particularly high-quality look.

Leaders in Garment Decoration Equipment

At the speed
of light
Sometimes jobs need to be done quick and cost-effectively.
FOREVER’s Laser-Light (No-Cut) media for White Toner printers
does not require a marrying step. It allows you to print garments in a
fraction of the time for a fraction of the cost. Great for all those give
away promotional shirts or cotton tote bags.
Simply print, press & peel warm. Laser-Light (No-Cut) provides
outstanding colour vibrancy onto light coloured garments (white,
grey, pastel, etc.) thanks to the White Toner used. Tip: If you prefer
a washed out vintage look, try it onto darker garments.

www.amayauk.com | 02392 590 281 | sales@amayauk.com
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Heat Presses
Excellent range of high quality heat presses from
two of the leaders in the industry.

Co
abo ntact
ran ut our us
ge
ful
pre of hea l
sses t

Amaya offer a great range of high quality heat presses that suit all types of business. The Stahls
heat presses are priced from the economical clam press up to the highly technical Fusion presses.
Depending what sort of business, you are in, we have the press to optimise your production.
The Schulze heat press range go from the basic clam right up to large presses for sublimation
work up to 210 x 112 cm in size. Both manufacturers provide strong and robust presses cable of
withstanding continuous use through out the day.

Hotronix Auto
Open Clam

Max Clam
Energy saving mode

Magnetic auto open
and lock down function

Sizes: 28x38cm, 38x38cm,
40x50cm.

Digital time, temperature
and pressure controls

Touch screen technology

Wide opening for easy 		
layout

Hotronix Fusion IQ

Hotronix Air Fusion

Touch Screen Technology

Touch Screen Technology

Dual function - swing
or draw motion

Swing motion
Energy saving mode

Energy saving mode

Unlimited presets

Unlimited presets

Air compressor will be required

Sizes: 40x50 cm

Sizes: 53x79 cm

Sizes: 15x15, 28x38, 40x40, 40x50 cm

* A range of interchangable platens are available for all of the above presses.

Blue Press Line
Manual MINI/1/2/3
3 memory slots to create
your own profiles
Changeable base
& heat plates
Sizes: 10 x 13 cm, 28 x 38 cm,
38 x 38 cm, 40 x 50 cm
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Blue Press Line Mug
Press
Interchangeable elements
available for different size
mugs
Good for dye sublimation or
laser transfer papers
Size: 38 x 15 x 31 cm

Leaders in Garment Decoration Equipment

Blue Press
Line Auto Mini
S/1S/2S/3S/DTG 4S

Pneumatic Blue
Press

Pneumatic press for more
accurate production

Pneumatic press for more
accurate production

3 memory slots to create
your own profiles

3 memory slots to create
your own profiles

Changeable base
& heat plates

Changeable base
& heat plates

Sizes: 10 x 13 cm, 28 x 38 cm,
38 x 38 cm, 40 x 50 cm, 40 x 60 cm

Sizes: 38 x 45 cm and 40 x 50 cm

10 Reasons why You should Choose
an OKI White Toner Printer & Forever
Transfer Paper for your Business

Laser Dark transfer paper
and the Forever Rip – what a
revolution. Now I can do work
for my customers that before
I’d dread !!
Rob
Custom Shirts and More

Just a quick line to say thank you for
the support you gave us yesterday.
The advice helped us to print our
first customer order with the forever
papers and has given us a lot of
confidence to get everything up and
running in 2020.

I’ve used a few different vinyls
and printing products in my
business, but really like the
Forever Laser Dark (No Cut)
- the prints come out sharp
& clean and it’s easy to apply.
I wish I found Amaya sooner.

Mills Mullis
Micary

Matthew
Swish Graphics

www.amayauk.com | 02392 590281
590 281 || sales@amayauk.com
sales@amayauk.com
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We also supply the following equipment:
Modular Embroidery
Machines

Industrial DTG
Printers & inks

DTG Printers & Inks

Print & Cut

UV Printers

Garment Vinyl

Cutting Machines

Heat Presses

Arrange a FREE
demonstration at
one of our offices

Midlands Office
Unit 4A-C East Bridgford Business
Park, Kneeton Road,
East Bridgford, Nottingham
NG13 8PJ
Southern Office
Unit 400-450 Nest Business Park
Martin Road,
Havant, Hampshire
PO9 5TL

T: 02392 590281
E: sales@amayauk.com
www.amayauk.com
Follow Amaya Sales UK
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